


3 VIEWS ON 
EMOTIONS

WHAT IT 
MEANS FOR 
GRATITUDE

WHAT IT 
MEANS FOR 
HUMILITY





From ‘mental hygiene’ to ‘academic emotions’ 

What is needed to succeed in life or at school

The individual fits into the society





“

”



Emotional intelligence Positive Psychology



Are the targets beneficial 
or moral for students in 
the long run? Or just 
useful for teachers?

Are the interventions 
really working?

Coherence of concepts Are diverse students 
accounted for?





Deontological and utilitarianism

Virtue ethics and care ethics

Confucianism, Taoism, Buddhism, etc.



Emotions are outputs of virtues Interplay of emotions and 
rationality in phronesis



Emulation and habituation

Instruction

Practice

Accept imperfection and striving



“

”



Fitzgerald (1998) argues 
that people should follow 
the Dalai Lama in striving 
to cultivate gratitude when 
they have been severely 
harmed, physically abused, 
or politically oppressed, 
because anyone, or all 
people, can cultivate 
gratitude, even in such cases 
of extreme harm.

People’s roles and 
relations to others 
are not considered

Identity factors in 
social contexts

Cross-cultural 
differences

Oriented toward 
the self, not others 
or the world











Dyadic/Targeted 

General appreciation

Thankfulness for things not people

Gratitude for lack of harm or even harm



Express 
it

Think 
about it

Share 
about it

Learn 
about it



Culturally bounded

Socialised based on gender, race, religion etc.

Treated as universal and individualised

Can be immoral or pathological

Interventions not very convincing









RECOGNISE THE COMPLEX 
GRAMMAR OF IT

CONSIDER WHEN IT MAY 
NOT BE IDEAL

PREPARE FOR PROBLEM 
CASES









Transformative learning is uncomfortable

Uncertainty is often reasonable

Treat diverse others as equals, unknowable

Recognising it as communal not individual



Provide vulnerability to 
those who don’t 
normally have it

•Leaders, mainstream
•“Too certain”; not 

challenged

Protect those who are 
endlessly vulnerable

•The precarious, ‘others’, 
less empowered

•Always on the defence





ACROSS 
INDIVIDUALS

ACROSS 
ORGANISATIONS

AS A VIRTUE NOT 
A WEAKNESS




